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Foreword

This Brandbook aims at providing local and national
officers of the Belgian ELSA network with an
overview of ELSA's corporate identity and ELSA
Belgium's brands as well as useful tools for the
making of marketing materials.

The ELSA Belgium Brandbook is therefore divided in
3 parts.

The first one on ELSA's corporate identity mainly
recalls the principles provided for in ELSA
International's Brandbook.

The second one highlights the necessary tools at the
disposal of marketers in their daily ELSA work.

Finally, the third one sets up a range of guidelines for
the promotion of ELSA Belgium's brand projects.

Building brands for projects is the way to give them
consistency and to ascertain long-life projects. It
allows our audience to know what to expect from our
projects. It is a way of distinguishing ourself and
clarifying what is our offer that makes us unique.

Lucas Pinelli, Vice-President for Marketing of ELSA Belgium 2019-2020



ELSA's Corporate Identity



The identity of ELSA has a long-lasting history. 
Created in 1981 to overcome many differences of the time, ELSA is still all about the people and
strengthening ties - over cultural, language, religious and outlook differences. We are doing our share in this
world by challenging the status quo of legal education in Europe and beyond.

ELSA's vision is unique:
“A just world in which there is respect for human dignity

and cultural diversity”

ELSA's purpose is simple:
To contribute to legal education, to foster mutual understanding
and to promote social responsibility of law students and young
lawyers.

We provide opportunities for law students and young lawyers to learn about other cultures and legal
systems in a spirit of critical dialogue and scientific co-operation.
We assist law students and young lawyers to be internationally minded and professionally skilled.
We encourage law students and young lawyers to act for the good of societyM
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Our tone of voice is appealing. As an association with an international outlook, we are embracing the
diversity and various backgrounds our members are coming from. We aim at providing our members with a
platform to develop their existing skills and acquire new ones while creating memorable relationships
between each other. This is why we are here and this is how we are treating the world.

«It is about what you say and how you say it»

FAMILIAR
Try to be nice and build trust.

BRIEF
Forget about complex sentences.

HUMANE
Remember, people prefer contact with people, not
robots.

PERSONAL
In the end, you are not strangers.

ACTIVE
Always ask people about their opinion.

TRULY
Do not set on “selling”, just be honest.

TRUSTWORTHY
If you promise something - do it.

DARING
A pinch of confidence is always a good idea.

Tone of voice



There is much more that our brand has to offer. In its simplest way, ELSA embodies everything that active
members can say about themselves.

PEOPLE-FOCUSED
We create an atmosphere of teamwork, where everybody

can find their place. The feeling of family we all cherish.”

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
Our projects reflect the main values that we have, and
these are mostly focused around human rights. Through
our values we influence society and try to sculpt a more
just world.
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INTERNATIONALLY MINDED
An international environment brings us the possibility to

broaden our horizon. We are doing all this while travelling
and discovering the world together

COMMITTED TO LEGAL EDUCATION
We are creating a plethora of opportunities for our
members in the spirit of extracurricular education, which
makes our members better and smarter.



The ELSA logo is the most immediate representation of our Association, our people and our brand to the
world. In order to build a unified image of ELSA, correct use of the logo is essential. The ELSA logo of the
National or local group has to be on any publication or any promotional material. 

The ELSA logo consists of two parts: the design and the subtitle. When the logo is used by a National or
Local Group, it shall be in combination with the name of the respective group. The name shall always be
written in capital letters and in English using EB Garamond.

Remember that the ELSA logo shall be featured on all marketing materials, regardless of media.

The ELSA
 logo

Only to be used by ELSA International To be used by National/Local Groups

Logos may easily be generated on the ELSA logo generator by typing the name of the section. For example, if
you want to generate a ELSA Belgium logo, type "Belgium" and then click on the version you want i.e. blue,
white or black.

https://elsasweden.org/logo.html


In order to maintain the integrity of the ELSA logo, it is important that no other logos, inscriptions or
graphical elements infringe on its space.

The size of the Clear Space is determined by the cap height of the letter “E” in the design part of the ELSA
logo and is to be respected for all directions.

Have a look at the figures below to get a clear picture of the Clear Space of the logo.
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ELSA Blue
The logo in ELSA blue is the
standard logo and should be
used as much as possible.

Logo's colour
Black
The black logo is only to be
used for black & white
material.

White
The white version of the logo
is used when the logo is to be
placed against dark
backgrounds.

The ELSA logo shall under no circumstances be used in any other colours.



Do not alter the ELSA logo in any way. Do not animate, colour, rotate, skew, or apply efects to the logo. Do not separate
the elements.

Never attempt to create the logo yourself, change the font, or alter the proportions. Always use the logo generator or the
provided templates.

If in doubt, do not hesitate to ask the Vice President in charge of Marketing of ELSA Belgium.

The following illustration demonstrates correct and incorrect logo use. Whilst it does not cover every possible scenario,
you will formulate a good idea of what is acceptable and what is not.

Incorrect use of the logo



The ELSA corporate colour palette consists of five colours and can be used in any combination as long as the
integrity of the brand is not diminished. ELSA Blue should be used as an anchor in the material, but do not
overuse it.
To complement the ELSA primary colour palette, a set of supportive colours may be used. These colours are
most appropriate in corporate design elements, charts and graphs, in lines and dots.

CMYK is the color profile used for printed materials.
RGB is used for digital publishing.
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Supportive colours



As with our logo, consistent use of our corporate fonts, EB Garamond and Lato, reinforces ELSA’s brand
identity.

Lato should be used for headlines and may be used for copy and digital materials. Short headlines or labels can
be all caps, otherwise headlines and subheads are sentence case.

EB Garamond should be used primarily for extended running body copy in longer, multiple-page documents,
such as brochures and datasheets.

When working on intricate material, you can instead of EB Garamond use either Garamond Monotype or Adobe
Garamond Pro. This exception is only applicable when you due to the nature of the material must use different
font weights.

EB Garamond shall always be used in the ELSA Logo!

Corporate fonts



Useful tools



All the necessary information are available on ELSA's officers portal which includes i.a. marketing kits for the
promotion of ELSA International's flagship projects (such as STEP, SELS, WELS, Delegations, etc.) and the
ELSA Brandbook 2020.

The templates provided by ELSA International are in adobe format (photoshop, illustrator, indesign, etc.). It is
recommended to use adobe softwares in your work as marketer. However, should you not have access to
such softwares, photopea, a free photoshop-like software allows you to open and edit ELSA International's
templates and to realise proper marketing materials.

In addition, whenever you would need to realise an ELSA logo always use the ELSA logo generator.

In case of doubt while making marketing materials or in case of inquiry regarding any aspect of marketing,
always contact the Vice-President in charge of Marketing of ELSA Belgium.
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https://officers.elsa.org/mkt/#1486904937933-7e236233-05d1
https://files.elsa.org/MKT/Brand_assets/Brandbook%2019-20.pdf
https://www.photopea.com/
https://elsasweden.org/logo.html


A picture is worth a thousand words!

When selecting photos for your marketing material it is important that the imagery portrays ELSA in a way
that strengthens our brand and underline our brand personality.

The imagery should be positive, natural and not come in conflict with ELSA’s non-political status.
If you cannot find anything suitable an abstract photo may be the way to go.
Only use professional and high-resolution photos.

It is important to keep in mind the legal aspects when searching for photos. Always make sure that you have
the necessary rights to use the image in question, and always give appropriate crediting when needed.

Below you will find a selection of handy image banks where you can find millions of free photos:
pexels.com
unsplash.com
pixabay.com 

For free stock videos, check videvo.

For free stock music, check Youtube Studio, SoundCloud, FilmMusic, ...
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https://www.pexels.com/?locale=en-us
https://unsplash.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://www.videvo.net/
https://studio.youtube.com/
https://soundcloud.com/discover
https://filmmusic.io/


Copyright
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When drafting marketing material, you have to be cautious about the fact that some content, audiovisual or
musical, is not what we called "copyright-free". So when choosing the videos, pictures or musics for your
publications or videos published on the social networks, you have to pay attention to the copyright. 

When using the databases we mentioned before, sometimes you don't have to do anything but sometimes
sometimes you have to give credit to the author of the content and it is on this condition that it can be used
free of charge. If you don't do that, there's a risk that an algorithm or the author himself notices the video
or the publication ; if this is the case, you you may have to pay a fine at the end of a trial. 

Furthermore, if Youtube, Instagram or Facebook notice that you breached copyright multiple times, there is a
risk for you to see your account/channel suspended or disband. To prevent that kind of problem, be cautious
in the selection of content for your publications or videos. 

See the databases mentioned earlier. 



ELSA Belgium's brands 



The following pages will unveil the overview of the Brands Projects of ELSA Belgium. BrandsProjects are the
most important events organised by ELSA Belgium. Such projects constitute the immediate representation of
our core activities and are a natural continuation of our philosophy and the values that we all share.

ELSA has its own unique brand, so do ELSA Belgium's Projects. It is important to distinguish between the
general brand of ELSA and the brand of our Projects.

ELSA creates an umbrella brand which has its own distinctive features. These aspects are close to heart for
members and alumni alike as they are easily linked to memories within ELSA. Meanwhile, the Projects of
ELSA Belgium have their own brand approach, which slightly differs from the general ELSA brand. Their
brands are of course based upon the general ELSA brand, however, they have their own remarkable
characteristics, which make them outstanding.

On the following pages, you will be presented with these specific details, which constitute the brands of our
Projects. These constitute guidelines which must be followed in order to give consistency to our projects.
However, other selling points or graphic elements for each project may be used as long as it does not
damage the brand itself.Br
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#ELSABelgiumLawSchool
#SummerELSALawSchools

#BSELS

ELSA Belgium Summer Law School  



The ELSA Belgium Summer Law School is part of ELSA's
flagship project Summer ELSA Law Schools. Therefore,
the official name of the summer school when being
promoted shall be Summer ELSA Law School Belgium on
"Name of the topic" or SELS Belgium on "Name of the
topic". 

Moreover, the templates provided by ELSA International
in the SELS marketing kit on the officers portal must be
used. However, when using the templates, the elements
listed in the next page shall be implemented. 

This means, using either lato or overpass font or add
filters with the relevant colours listed below.

In addition, in case the summer school shall go online for
any reason, the ELSA Belgium Summer Law School brand
may be used alone, without using ELSA International's
templates.

ELSA Belgium Summer Law School's logo represent the
atomium with a Belgian flag above and "ELSA Belgium
Summer Law School" written below in the national flag's
colours. The logo may be used either with or without the
mention "ELSA Belgium Summer Law School" as shown
below.



FONT
Lato 
Overpass

COLOURS

KEY SELLING POINTS

Belgian buildings and landscapes
EU Institutions' buildings
Topic-related pictures

1.
2.
3.

Summer School held in the center of Europe
Step inside the European Institutions
Cultural diversity
Belgian culture (fries, beers, surrealism,
comics,etc.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

TIMELINE
Preliminary Promotion – three weeks
General Promotion – seven weeks
Additional Promotion Period – two weeks

1.
2.
3.

RGB: 255 0 0 
CMYK: 0 100 100 0

HEX: #ff0000

RGB: 13 60 171
CMYK: 92 65 0 33

HEX: #0d3cab

RGB: 238 198 67
CMYK: 0 17 72 7

HEX: #eec643

RGB: 20 20 20
CMYK: 0 0 0 92
HEX: #141414

RGB: 238 240 242 
CMYK: 2 1 0 5
HEX: #eef0f2



National Negotiation Competition



The National Negotiation Competition of ELSA Belgium is
a simulation of a negotiation process between two parties.
It aims at allowing participants to obtain advanced skills in
the field of negotiation and developing techniques of legal
professions.

In order to give consistency and to maintain this brand
close to ELSA's identity, the font used for promotional
material should be lato and the main colours to be used
are the corporate colours: blue, white, orange. In addition,
light blue may be used as a supportive colour.

The logo represents the caps letters of the project's name
"NNC" in ELSA blue divided by a line in the Belgian flag's
colours and with the full name "National Negotiation
Competition" in corporate orange.

The logo shall be used in blue version as much as possible
but may be used in a white version on dark materials.



FONT
Lato 

COLOURS

KEY SELLING POINTS

Law firms' offices
Handshakes
Suitcases

1.
2.
3.

Developing public speaking and negotiation
skills
Getting in touch with leading law firms and
institutions
 Developing techniques of legal profession

1.

2.

3.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

TIMELINE
Preliminary Promotion – one to two weeks
Application period – three to four weeks
Additional Promotion Period – two to
three weeks

1.
2.
3.

RGB: 10 48 135
CMYK: 93 64 0 47

HEX: #0a3087

RGB: 43 107 255
CMYK: 83 58 0 0

HEX: #2b6bff

RGB: 255 137 16
CMYK: 0 56 92 0

HEX: #ff8910

RGB: 255 255 255 
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

HEX: #ffffff



ELSA Belgium Legal Job Interview



The ELSA Belgium Legal Job Interview is the first project
entirely created by ELSA Belgium.
It aims at developing the interview skills of participants in
order to be more competitive on the labour market and
allows law firms or institutions to have a broad overview
of law students and young graduates participating.

The project entirely relies on a professional image and as
such the brand and promotion shall always reflect
professionalism. This is why the main colour to be used is
dark blue, supported by the corporate orange to give
contrast while remaining professional and white. The font
shall be lato and raleway.

When organised by ELSA Belgium on a national level, the
logo shall represent an interview with "Legal Job
Interview" written below and must always be
accompanied on promotional material by ELSA Belgium's
logo. The logo may be used in blue or white depending on
the background.

Legal Job Interviews may be organised at local level by
one or more local group. If so, the logo shall contain, in
addition to the elements stated before, the mention ELSA
Belgium and must be accompanied on promotional
material by local group(s)'s logo(s).
You can find the logos hereunder:



FONT
Lato 
Raleway

COLOURS

KEY SELLING POINTS

Law firms' offices
Handshakes

1.
2.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

TIMELINE
Preliminary Promotion – one to two weeks
Application period – three to four weeks
Additional Promotion Period – two to
three weeks

1.
2.
3.

RGB: 3 34 76
CMYK: 96 55 0 70

HEX: #03224c

RGB: 255 116 0
CMYK: 0 55 100 0

HEX: #ff7400

RGB: 255 255 255 
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

HEX: #ffffff

Developing interview skills
Getting in touch with leading law firms and
institutions
 Developing techniques of legal profession

1.
2.

3.



ELSA Belgium Essay Competition

ESSAY
COMPETITION
ELSA Belgium



The ELSA Belgium Essay Competition is a legal writing
competition.
It aims at developing the writing skills of participants in
order to make them more efficient and more punchy in
their legal writing. It will allow them to be more
competitive on the labour market and allows law firms or
institutions to have a broad overview of law students and
young graduates participating.

The project entirely relies on a professional image and as
such the brand and promotion shall always reflect
professionalism. This is why the main colour to be used is
dark blue, supported by the corporate orange to give
contrast while remaining professional and white. The font
shall be lato and raleway.

When organised by ELSA Belgium on a national level, the
logo shall represent a feather in a inkwell in white on a
blue shape surrounded by orange laurel leaves. The logo
may be used in blue only with the words "Essay
Competition" wrote in blue and the words "ELSA Belgium"
wrote in orange. 

Essay Competition may be organised at local level by one
or more local group. If so, the logo, must be accompanied
on promotional material by local group(s)'s logo(s) and by
the ELSA Belgium's logo.
You can find the logos hereunder:

ESSAY
COMPETITION
ELSA Belgium



FONT
Lato bold
Lato

COLOURS

KEY SELLING POINTS

Writing and Books
Legal
Feather and ink

1.
2.
3.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

TIMELINE
Preliminary Promotion – few days
Submission Period – four weeks
Announcement of the results – four weeks

1.
2.
3.

RGB: 3 34 76
CMYK: 96 55 0 70

HEX: #03224c

RGB: 255 116 0
CMYK: 0 55 100 0

HEX: #ff7400

RGB: 255 255 255 
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

HEX: #ffffff

Developing writing skills
Discovering new legal topics
Developing techniques of legal writing and
legal argumentation

1.
2.
3.



ELSA Belgium Advocacy



The ELSA Belgium Advocacy programme allows ELSA
Belgium to speak out and to raise awareness on a certain
topic relating to Human Rights.

As it is entirely linked to the image of our association and
the values we stand for, the brand of ELSA Belgium
Advocacy shall always be the closest possible to ELSA's
brand identity.

This is why the font is lato and the colour to be used are
the corporate ones: ELSA blue, orange and white.

The logo represents an orange megaphone with "ELSA
Belgium Advocacy" written on the side.

Depending on the background, a blue or a white version
of the logo is to be used.



FONT
Lato 

COLOURS

KEY SELLING POINTS

Topic-related images
Fundamental rights related
images

1.
2.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

TIMELINE
Promotion throughout the yearRGB: 255 116 0

CMYK: 0 55 100 0
HEX: #ff7400

RGB: 255 255 255 
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

HEX: #ffffff

Human Rights
Social responsibility
Raising awareness

1.
2.
3.

RGB: 10 48 135
CMYK: 93 64 0 47

HEX: #0a3087



ELSA Belgium organises other projects, with its allies of ELSA the Netherlands and ELSA Luxembourg, for
which brands can't be established unilaterally. It is nonetheless recommended to use the same colours and
logos used in the past years. 

The BENELUX projects should mainly contain the blue (#0d3cab) with elements in red (#ff0000) which are
the BENELUX colours.

The logo of the BENELUX conference is the one hereafter, possibly with BENELUX Conference "year"
written below:

The logo of the BENELUX webinar is the one hereafter and may be used in white or blue depending on the
background:
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Sponsors



The sponsors and partners are essentials for the sustainability of our association. 

When you are making some marketing content for your events, you have to be cautious about the fact that
the logo of the sponsors have to be on all your publications. Try also to thank them regularly so do not
hesitate to renew their sponsorship for next year.

You should also try to prepare your designs long enough in advance in order to have the feedbacks from the
sponsors before publishing the designs. It is mainly for events for which a sponsor has been chosen
especially for this event.

Furthermore, within the framework of the realisation of your designs, you need to make that the colors used
in it are in accordance with the colors used by the sponsor in his logo and marketing content. The aim is for
the sponsor's customers to easily identify the collaboration between ELSA and the sponsor. 

When it is time for you to negotiate a sponsorship or a partnership with a company, you have to always be
clear with them that ELSA is a non-profit association which means that they can't force you to make money
through your events. So in the negotiation, you need to remain a non-profit organisation. 
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